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Goals: 
1. Learn about CIC’s work in Learning Analytics

2. Leave today armed with new questions about how 
your field engages with data/analytics/AI.

Proposal: “A hallmark of UTS should be that it is 
human-centred in the design and deployment of 

data/analytics/AI tools.”
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A HYBRID RESEARCH+SERVICES CENTRE: 

Analytics innovation in a non-faculty centre

Reporting to DVC (Education & Students)

Staffed by academics + admin team

Designed and launched Master of Data 
Science & Innovation, & PhD program



Hybrid analytics innovation + service centres
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University of Technology Sydney 
Connected Intelligence Centre

University of Michigan 
Digital Innovation Greenhouse

EDUCAUSE Review, Mar/Apr 2018
https://er.educause.edu/articles/2018/3/architecting-for-learning-analytics-innovating-for-sustainable-impact

https://er.educause.edu/articles/2018/3/architecting-for-learning-analytics-innovating-for-sustainable-impact
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Learning
learning sciences

educational research
teaching practice

curriculum design
learning design

pedagogy
assessment…

Analytics
data

statistics
classification

machine learning
text processing

visualisation
predictive models…

…not a straightforward dialogue
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What’s missing?

Human
Factors

stakeholder involvement
participatory design cycles

user interface design
privacy and ethics

end-user acceptance
organisational strategy 

staff training…
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Learning Analytics: A Human-Centred Design Discipline

Learning Analytics

Human 
Factors
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[………] Analytics: A Human-Centred Design Discipline

[………] Analytics

Human 
Factors



Can we tell from your digital 
profile if you’re learning?

Summary: the key question for Learning Analytics:



Can we tell from your digital 
profile if you’re learning?

Who? How? With what confidence? 
With what training?

Sourcing which data, 
with what integrity?

What kind of learning?
(What kind of teaching?)

A human-centred lens probes this…
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Learning Analytics 
examples
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Data can tell us a lot about student progress moment 
by moment if they’re using online tools

What % students downloaded the assignment 2 
weeks before the deadline?

Has Ann mastered the core concepts in 
photosynthesis?

Which French verbs is John struggling with?

Statistically, is someone with Jo’s grades likely to 
fail this subject?

Which bits of the video are watched most?

Did students who did the flipped activities very late 
still achieve good grades?



Standard LMS dashboard (Canvas)

13
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https://grockit.com/research

Adaptive platforms generate fine-grained 
analytics on curriculum mastery



Intelligent tutoring for stats mastery (CMU)
http://oli.cmu.edu

Lovett M, Meyer O and Thille C. (2008) The Open Learning Initiative: Measuring the effectiveness of the OLI statistics course in 
accelerating student learning. Journal of Interactive Media in Education 14. http://jime.open.ac.uk/article/2008-14/352

“In this study, results showed that OLI-Statistics 
students [blended learning] learned a full 
semester’s worth of material in half as much 
time and performed as well or better than 
students learning from traditional instruction 
over a full semester.”



Student Effort (x) vs Grade (y) 
from teacher observational assessments
over the semester: basis for a conversation
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Nagy, R. (2016). Tracking and visualizing student effort: Evolution of a practical analytics tool for staff and 
student engagement. Journal of Learning Analytics, 3 (2), 165–193. http://dx.doi.org/10.18608/jla.2016.32.8
UTS:CIC seminar: https://utscic.edu.au/events/niccic-redlands-school-8-june-2016

https://vimeo.com/168306314

http://dx.doi.org/10.18608/jla.2016.32.8
https://utscic.edu.au/events/niccic-redlands-school-8-june-2016
https://vimeo.com/168306314


A field exercise…
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Posture analysis of fieldwork students

18Masaya Okada and Masahiro Tada. 2014. Formative assessment method of real-world learning by integrating heterogeneous elements of behavior, knowledge, 
and the environment. Proc. 4th Int. Conf. on Learning Analytics and Knowledge. ACM, New York, NY, USA, 1-10. DOI= http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2567574.2567579

http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2567574.2567579
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“Human-Centred” Data Science
– HOW we design
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Co-designing automated feedback 
on a Nursing Simulation

with Dr Roberto Martinez-Maldonado
Doctoral research: Carlos Prieto Alvarez & Vanessa Echeverria

in partnership with UTS Health



Multimodal student data from nursing simulations



Co-designing an automatic feedback tool for nurses, 
with students and academics

Carlos G. Prieto-Alvarez, Roberto Martinez-Maldonado, & Anderson, T. (2018). Co-designing learning analytics tools with learners. In Jason M. Lodge, Jared Cooney Horvath, & L. 
Corrin (Eds.), Learning analytics in the classroom: Translating learning analytics research for teachers. London: Routledge.

A teacher organises her ‘super-powers’ Students sketch their activity to show where better feedback might help

Giving voice to students, teachers and 
designers by adapting techniques 
from Co-Design

Helping stakeholders understand 
data privacy, collection and use in 
learning analytics tools



Automated generation of team timeline in order to support 
better debriefing and reflection



Automated generation of team timeline in order to support 
better debriefing and reflection

Patient’s state changes

3 nursing roles

Use of a device

Administer medication

Evaluate empirically 
with students
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Co-designing automated feedback 
on academic writing

with Dr Simon Knight, Dr Kirsty Kitto
Doctoral research: Shibani Antonette & Sophie Abel

in partnership with UTS Law, Business, GRS



Improving 
HDR writing

1. Establish a research territory
2. Establish a niche
3. Occupy the niche



Improving 
HDR writing

1. Establish a research territory
2. Establish a niche
3. Occupy the niche



Improving 
HDR writing

1. Establish a research territory
2. Establish a niche
3. Occupy the niche



AcaWriter analysis – no typical academic rhetorical moves 
found (it’s just assertions)



Participatory prototyping builds trust in text analytics

http://heta.io/how-can-writing-analytics-researchers-rapidly-codesign-feedback-with-educators

Learning Analytics researchers work with 
academics (3 hour workshop)

Goal: calibrate the parser detecting affect in 
reflective writing, working through sample texts

Rapid prototyping with a Python notebook, then 
integrated into end-user tool for further testing

http://heta.io/how-can-writing-analytics-researchers-rapidly-codesign-feedback-with-educators


Transparency in the analytics infrastructure: 
Academic Writing Analytics platform now open source

https://utscic.edu.au/open-source-writing-analytics

Higher Ed. Text Analytics Project: http://heta.io

Demo: http://acawriter-demo.utscic.edu.au

https://utscic.edu.au/open-source-writing-analytics
http://heta.io/
http://acawriter-demo.utscic.edu.au/
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Co-designing automated feedback 
for student blogging

with Dr Roberto Martinez-Maldonado
Doctoral research: Carlos Prieto Alvarez



Participatory co-design using a deck of cards
A deck of ‘playing cards’ to help stakeholder communication 
as they design a new kind of analytics tool
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Education – like your field perhaps – is in transition:
learning how to see the world through 

computational models, analysing new forms 
and volumes of digital data

Processing

Intervening

Sensing

models
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If we are studying human activity through the 
lens of data / analytics / AI  

we better have a very good idea:

how that lens was cut

and in what ways it distorts 
as well as enhances



Justified concerns around privacy, surveillance and ethics are 
redefining the context for AI/Analytics/Data Science using human data 37



In the field of science and technology studies, classification 
schemes and metrics have been studied in great depth: 
how they exert power as part of the infrastructure

38

ideas now being 
popularised…

incisive 
scholarship into 

how classification 
schemes are 

invented, 
adopted, 
adapted, 

ignored…



Growing public literacy around the ethics
of data / algorithms / AI in society

39

For more see
http://DataSociety.net
https://AInowInstitute.org

http://datasociety.net/
https://ainowinstitute.org/


Fairness Accountability & Transparency

40https://fatconference.org

https://fatconference.org/
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My own field of is now under close critique 
and commentary by other academics

We welcome this, invite them into our 
academic homes, and are in dialogue



Critical academic commentary on the “datafication” of 
education, learners and teachers

42

The Promises and Problems of ‘Learning Analytics’
(Neil Selwyn, Monash University)

https://latte-analytics.sydney.edu.au/keynotes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rsUx19_Vf0Qhttps://au.sagepub.com/en-gb/oce/big-data-in-education/book249086

https://latte-analytics.sydney.edu.au/keynotes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rsUx19_Vf0Q
https://au.sagepub.com/en-gb/oce/big-data-in-education/book249086
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Data science is transforming one field after 
another.

We need wholistic (systemic, human-centred) 
frameworks to conceive and conduct 

data-intensive research infrastructure.
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From

“The Fourth Paradigm”
Influential Computer Science vision of how research is moving 

into a Data-Intensive paradigm, building on the 
Empirical, Theoretical and Computational

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/fourth-paradigm-data-intensive-scientific-discovery

to

“Knowledge Infrastructures”
A broader social science vision of how data-intensive fields 

structure themselves both organisationally and technically to 
construct knowledge

http://knowledgeinfrastructures.org

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/fourth-paradigm-data-intensive-scientific-discovery
http://knowledgeinfrastructures.org/


“Knowledge Infrastructures”

45http://knowledgeinfrastructures.orghttps://mitpress.mit.edu/books/vast-machine

Knowledge Infrastructures:
Intellectual Frameworks 
and Research Challenges 

A Vast Machine: Computer Models, 
Climate Data, and the Politics of 

Global Warming

http://knowledgeinfrastructures.org/
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/vast-machine


“Knowledge Infrastructures”

46

“robust networks of people, artifacts, and 
institutions that generate, share, and 
maintain specific knowledge about the 
human and natural worlds.” 

Routine, well-functioning knowledge systems include the world weather forecast 
infrastructure, the Centers for Disease Control, or the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change — individuals, organizations, routines, shared norms, and practices. 

Paul N. Edwards, , Steven J. Jackson, Melissa K. Chalmers, Geoffrey C. Bowker, Christine L. Borgman, David Ribes, Matt Burton, Scout Calvert (2013). 
Knowledge Infrastructures: Intellectual Frameworks and Research Challenges. Report from NSF/Sloan Fndn. Workshop, Michigan, May 2012



“Knowledge Infrastructures”

47

“Infrastructures are not systems
in the sense of fully coherent, deliberately engineered, end-to-end processes. 

“…ecologies or complex adaptive systems […] 
made to interoperate by means of standards, socket 
layers, social practices, norms, and individual 
behaviors.”

Paul N. Edwards, , Steven J. Jackson, Melissa K. Chalmers, Geoffrey C. Bowker, Christine L. Borgman, David Ribes, Matt Burton, Scout Calvert (2013). 
Knowledge Infrastructures: Intellectual Frameworks and Research Challenges. Report from NSF/Sloan Fndn. Workshop, Michigan, May 2012



“Knowledge Infrastructures”

48

I think we can see the 
educational ecosystem 

here

Paul N. Edwards, , Steven J. Jackson, Melissa K. Chalmers, Geoffrey C. Bowker, Christine L. Borgman, David Ribes, Matt Burton, Scout Calvert (2013). 
Knowledge Infrastructures: Intellectual Frameworks and Research Challenges. Report from NSF/Sloan Fndn. Workshop, Michigan, May 2012

“Infrastructures are not systems
in the sense of fully coherent, deliberately engineered, end-to-end processes. 

“…ecologies or complex adaptive systems […] 
made to interoperate by means of standards, socket 
layers, social practices, norms, and individual 
behaviors.”



Knowledge Infrastructure concepts

49
Paul Edwards (2010). A Vast Machine: Computer Models, Climate Data, and the Politics of Global Warming. MIT Press

Models, models, models…

“Everything we know about the world’s climate — past, 
present, and future — we know through models.” (p.xiv)
Today, no collection of signals or observations […] becomes 
global in time and space without first passing through a series 
of data models.” (p.xiii)



Knowledge Infrastructure concepts
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Models, models, models…

“Everything we know about the world’s climate — past, 
present, and future — we know through models.” (p.xiv)
Today, no collection of signals or observations […] becomes 
global in time and space without first passing through a series 
of data models.” (p.xiii)

Machines ‘see’ 
learners only through 

models

“Raw data is an 
oxymoron” 

(Geof Bowker)
Paul Edwards (2010). A Vast Machine: Computer Models, Climate Data, and the Politics of Global Warming. MIT Press
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Is your field in transition to a new KI?

When a KI is transitioning the 
seams comes under stress

Rapid tech. change stresses the systems with more inertia. 



What can we expect to see when a KI is in transition?

52

“social norms, relationships, and ways of thinking, acting, 
and working” are impacted

“…when they change, authority, influence, and power are 
redistributed.”

“new kinds of knowledge work and workers displace old 
ones”

“increased access for some may mean reduced access for 
others”
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Arguably, education is in transition to a new KI

http://simon.buckinghamshum.net/2018/06/icls2018-keynote

http://simon.buckinghamshum.net/2018/06/icls2018-keynote


Learning Analytics: what’s inside the black box?



Key stakeholders and transitions in designing a 
Learning Analytics system

Educational/Learning 
Sciences Researcher

Learning Theory

Educator

Learner
Learning Outcomes

Educational Insights

Programmer

Software, Hardware
User Interface

Data

Algorithm
Learning Analytics

Researcher

IF…
THEN…



Educational/Learning 
Sciences researcher

Programmer

Software, Hardware

Learning Theory
Learning Analytics

Researcher

User Interface

Educator

Learner
Learning Outcomes

Educational Insights

Accountability relationships that determine 
the system’s integrity

Data

IF…
THEN…

Algorithm



Algorithmic Accountability
(deep dive)

57
http://simon.buckinghamshum.net/2016/03/algorithmic-accountability-for-learning-analytics

http://simon.buckinghamshum.net/2016/03/algorithmic-accountability-for-learning-analytics
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Human-Centred Data Science?

Principles & Practices of 
Co-Design

giving voice to all stakeholders in analytics system design

Analytic Accountability
mapping the anatomy of a learning analytics system
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Goals: 
1. Learn about CIC’s work in Learning Analytics

2. Leave today armed with new questions about how 
your field engages with data/analytics/AI.

Proposal: “A hallmark of UTS should be that it is 
human-centred in the design and deployment of 

data/analytics/AI tools.”

Discussion!...
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<Extra slides I didn’t get to>

How do we assess the ethical dimensions 
of information visualizations?

A workshop methodology we’re testing…

http://simon.buckinghamshum.net/2018/08/ethical-design-critique

http://simon.buckinghamshum.net/2018/08/ethical-design-critique


THE ETHICAL DESIGN CRITIQUE PROCESS
Prototype 

Analytics Tool 
received

EDC 
Review 

Document 
prepared

EDC 
Workshop 

records 
issues

Core Team 
reviews & 
responds

EDC 
Workshop 

participants 
approve

CIO, DVC(ES) 
& (CS) Signoff

Analytics 
Tool 

deployed



EDC: ETHICAL DESIGN CRITIQUE
The EDC Template
<screenshot>

Strengths

• Data is at an appropriate level that it does not 
disclose inappropriate information about a cohort 
or individuals

Concerns — This is the core focus for EDC. e.g.

• Data is shown that should not be disclosed 
(Specify on what grounds it should not be shown)

• Scope for misinterpreting the data based on poor 
visualisation or labelling (Specify why it is 
misleading)

62



EDC: ETHICAL DESIGN CRITIQUE

The EDC Template
[…]

Concerns — This is the core focus for EDC. e.g.

• Display is based on data which is incomplete from 
what one might reasonably expect to have been 
sourced, or has been filtered in ways that users might 
not expect (Specify why this violates expectations)

• Data is shown that nobody can find a reasonable use 
for (Recommend removal)

• Examples of inappropriate uses of data that we should 
caution users about (Specify examples of 
inappropriate usage)

63



EDC: ETHICAL DESIGN CRITIQUE — EXAMPLES

Issue: XYZ could be misinterpreted: this won’t be the 

basis of any student’s admission

Resolution(s):

• Pop-up Info Box should explain this

• “Incomplete” is due to missing data in <database>, 

but could cause confusion. Rename to “xxx”

64

Issue: Gender may not add up to 100%. Add non-specified 
gender?

Resolution(s):

• Consult Equity & Diversity

screenshot

screenshot


